A ready-to-use extensible web-based GIS Solution. With rich design and themes,
pre-configured processes and workflows, Waahi is an intuitive platform for
accessing and visualising data, and sharing geospatial information.
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Ready to go
Curated and relevant workflows for your users.
Extends Esri’s Web AppBuilder (WAB) and can be used alongside any other WAB widgets.
Ability to extend solution with configuration and customisation.
Integrates with other enterprise applications, and systems, such as Geocortex,
Automated Reporting Tool (ART) and Isolink.
Deployable anywhere your ArcGIS Online is; On-Premise or in the Cloud.
A suite of ready-to-use apps as well as tools to build your own.
Bi-annual product enhancement releases.
Technical support throughout implementation and configuration phase. We can also
manage the implementation for you.
Training, knowledge-transfer and consulting.

Email: support@waahi.kiwi
Website: waahi.kiwi
Ph: +64 9 570 3875

The Waahi Solution
Used by councils and utility companies across New Zealand and
internationally, the Waahi solution offers the following:

Key Widgets

A Viewer utilising the Esri Web AppBuilder framework.
• Custom Waahi WAB theme with layout, branding and display
settings easily customisable to suit your organisation’s preference.
• Both custom Waahi widgets and Esri commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) widgets. Web AppBuilder Administrators can manage and
configure each widget in the widget admin, for example defining
links to organisation data, configuring how data is displayed to
the user after a feature query or giving the user more or less
flexibility when they are interacting with the widget in the Viewer.
• The custom widgets add and enhance functionality and capability.
As an example, the custom Interrogate Framework includes
the Search, Identify, and Select widgets with results displayed in
a custom Results widget. Attribute display is highly customisable
and nested relationships can be modelled.

Parcel
Relationships
in the Results
Widget
A customised Gallery application provides a simple and easy-to-use
home site for your users to easily find and access applications.
The Gallery, Viewer and widgets are fully integrated with ArcGIS Online
and Portal for ArcGIS, including for identity management.
Supported across desktop, mobile and tablet.
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